JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1A21 - AVIATION
<07/96>
[u-bit #19200338]
425-2-22
14:00:02 15) MLS crowd at waterfront with U. S. flag and sign on building:
-14:00:17 “Welcome Lindbergh”, Lindbergh receiving medal, CS
Lindbergh in front of airplane

(S) Lindbergh, Charles NYC Arrival

14:00:19 16) two HA views of ticker tape parade
-14:00:32

(S) Lindbergh, Charles NYC Arrival

14:00:34 17) Lindbergh on bridge of ship shaking hands with naval officer,
-14:00:44 looking through binoculars

(S) Lindbergh, Charles NYC Arrival

14:00:48 18) two HA views of ticker tape parade, CS Lindbergh riding in
-14:01:03 parade surrounded by policemen on horses

(S) Lindbergh, Charles NYC Arrival

14:01:07 19) men in “Eagle Plane” on ground with wings moving up and
(S) Aviation: Early
-14:02:59 down and propeller falling off...then airplane collapsing,
Attempts
man starting airplane with lateral rotation of propellers then
[also see below
being pushed into hangar, man in “The Gray Goose” airplane on
14:06:08-14:08:01]
ground with motorcycle base and wings pumping up and down
then tail falling off, Voisin Brothers? - men pushing airplane on field,
CS men standing near man in airplane, men pushing airplane on field,
CS man in airplane moving legs as if riding bicycle, airplane with
seven-levels of wings being pushed on ground then collapsing, man
in “Sky Car” with helicopter type propeller pumping up and down and
barns in background, short shot of airplane flying near ground
14:03:03 20) men loading bombs under wing of airplane
-14:03:12

(S) WWI: Aviation -2-

14:03:17 1) CS Earhart smiling, group of men waving hats at Earhart standing
-14:03:25 in airplane, MCS Earhart waving while standing up in airplane

(S) Earhart, Amelia
[also on 1X03
04:26:43-04:26:50]
[silent]

14:03:27 2) MLS Earhart getting into airplane with another airplane next to it
-14:04:05 on runway (2X), Earhart standing in airplane, CS Earhart
speaking, Earhart getting into airplane, airplane taking off

(S) Earhart, Amelia
[also on 1X03
04:26:51-04:27:28]
[silent]
1A21 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
14:04:09 3) “Crash Kills Drouhin On Eve Of Ocean Hop...” - MCU famous
-14:04:23 French war ace Drouhin, mammoth “...Airship That Collapsed In
Midair During Its Final Trial” taxiing on Paris runway
[Kinograms]

(S) Aviation:
Personalities

14:04:26 4) Lindbergh getting into airplane, “NX 211” airplane taking off
-14:05:03 with man driving auto on runway in foreground, airplane in air
(late 1920s)

(S) Lindbergh, Charles Flight
[also below
14:27:15-14:27:52]

14:05:10 5) seaplane turning over during takeoff, men trying to help man in
-14:08:01 tri-plane to take off, Voisin Brothers? - airplane with box shaped
wings, man getting in airplane with “14bls” written on it’s side,
ladder being brought for man in airplane, crowd around man in
airplane, various shots of airplanes on ground trying to take off,
CS men

(S) Aviation: Early
Attempts
[also see above
14:02:06-14:02:43]

14:08:05 6) “Rocket - Seized Films Of V-2 - It Almost Won War”
(S) Rockets: WWII
-14:10:54 - preparation for V-2 rocket attempt by Germany, Nazis and
[partially also
civilians (scientists?) watching, launch with failed attempt falling
below
to ground, men examining ground, failed attempt crashing to ground,
14:36:03-14:36:15]
explosion and fire upon takeoff of rocket, streams of water being
sprayed on fire, rocket taking off, CS Nazis looking at rocket,
rocket taking off [RKO-Pathe News] <some scratches>
14:11:01 7) 1st transatlantic flight in “NC-4” - airplane being launched into
-14:12:08 water, airplane in air, sailors in boats around airplane on water,
British dignitaries and military assembled to greet flight, CS
aviators in parade in auto draped with flowers and U. S. flag

(N) Aviation:
Seaplane

14:12:12 8) New York City - Post wearing patch over one eye riding in back
-14:12:54 of auto in ticker tape parade after having circled the globe in
an airplane, Post receiving metal, CS Post
(1933) [Universal Newspaper Newsreel]

(N) Post, Wiley

14:13:23 9) various shots of Post - in airplanes, being greeted by crowds,
-14:15:59 NBC reporter with microphone in crowd, arriving in Siberia

(N) Post, Wiley

14:16:03 10) airplane being pulled out of hangar with sign: “U.S. Air Mail
-14:16:17 Service”, truck across frame in front of airplane with “U.S.
Mail 225” written on side, men loading sacks of mail onto
airplane, short shot of airplane in air (early 1920s)

(S) Aviation: Airmail

1A21 -3-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
14:16:21 11) Hindenburg flying over city, landing, into hangar with Swastikas
-14:17:19 on tail rudder, auto being unloaded from dirigible then with
crowd around being driven out of hangar (1929)

(N) Aviation:
Dirigibles Hindenburg -1-

14:17:24 12) bi-plane with “NC 465K” written on wing flying in loops with
-14:17:55 man standing on top of airplane

(N) Stunts: Aviation

14:17:57 13) airplane along water, taking off from water, flying in air, landing
-14:18:34 on water

(N) Aviation: Pan Am
Clippers

14:18:38 14) man in auto climbing onto ladder suspended from bi-plane,
-14:19:16 doing stunts at end of ladder with AERIAL of countryside below,
jumping from end of ladder onto wing of another bi-plane in
midair (1920)

(N) Stunts: Aviation
-2-

14:19:20 21) AERIALS of city and mountains with passengers in airplane
-14:21:03 looking out, pilot coming into cabin to speak to passengers

(N) Aviation:
Commercial 30s American Air
[section]

14:21:06 22) several views of Birdman being helped into wings and running
-14:23:03 across terrain trying to take off including quick view of Birdman
running by man filming with movie camera, jumping from tree
house, woman? being helped into set of wings

(S) Aviation:
Birdpeople

14:23:06 23) Los Angeles - hook attached to airplane, Al Johnson
-14:23:48 being put into airplane blindfolded with feet tied <stunt missing>
returning to ground with man on wing
[Pathe News] <some rolling frame lines>

(N) Stunts: Aviation
-2-

14:23:51 24) CS woman outside shaking hands with pilot in cockpit, woman
-14:24:40 getting into bi-plane, bi-plane taking off, woman on wing jumping
from one bi-plane to another in midair
(1927) <some rolling frame lines> <some scratches>

(N) Stunts: Aviation
-2-

14:24:45 25) Lindbergh and another man on balcony waving U. S. and
-14:24:55 French flags <some rolling frame lines>

(N) Lindbergh, Charles France

14:25:00 26) view of ship from lounge , captain and woman looking at map,
-14:25:42 man with dog, people at dinner table, men on blimp waving at
airplane, AERIAL of waterfall <some rolling frame lines>

(N) Balloon, Blimps,
Dirigibles MR 6
1A21 -4-

425-1-16

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
14:26:13 1) Lindbergh standing by “Spirit Of St. Louis”, airplane in air and
(S) Lindbergh, Charles
-14:28:50 landing, crowd around airplane on ground with propeller
[partially also
turning, Lindbergh talking to man from cockpit, standing in front
on 1X48
of airplane, standing with mother in front of airplane...then CS
01:42:59-01:44:00]
speaking to his mother, men working on airplane, Lindbergh
[partially also above
getting into airplane, “NX 211” airplane taking off with man
14:04:26-14:05:03]
driving auto on runway in foreground, airplane in air, crowd
waiting in front of and on top of building during the day with search
lights, HA view of crowd illuminated partially by search light, crowd
rushing at airport with illumination by search lights [Pathe News]
(late 1920s)
14:28:54 2) low flying bi-planes being shot at by soldiers on ground, airplanes
-14:30:07 on fire crashing to ground, machine gunner firing from airplane,
LS dogfight, airplanes flying over tanks on ground, bombs being
released from under wing of airplane, bombs dropping, AERIAL
of explosion of bombs near bridge, explosion of bridge, airplanes
flying over battlefield, bombs under wing of flying airplane

(S) WWI: Aviation -6-

14:30:12 3) HA air field with mass of airplanes, crashed airplanes, dogfights,
-14:31:00 view from behind pilot in cockpit during dogfight

(S) WWI: Aviation -6[also on 1W03
23:14:21-23:15:22]

14:31:05 4) formations of flying airplanes
-14:31:23

(S) WWI: Aviation Allies

14:31:25
-14:33:25

examples of various airplanes “The Spad”, “The Brequet”, “The
Caproni”, “The Voisin”, “The Bi-Motor Cauldron”, “The Sopwith”,
“The Salmsom” [Pathe Exchange, Inc.] /
The Eyes Of The Army - With The RFC At The Front
- pilots climbing out of airplane after landing

14:33:31 5) bi-plane in flight, bomb target, bi-plane, CS bombs being released,
-14:34:34 formation of flying airplanes from above, airplanes flying over
target with explosions from their bombs near target, Caproni
airplanes on ground

14:34:40 6) HA NYC ticker tape parade with Earhart in auto after her ocean
-14:35:00 conquest, CS Earhart wearing hat and laughing, with flowers
behind NBC, WNYC, WOR microphones, man pinning metal
on her blouse (1928) [Pathe News]

[also partially below
14:34:19-14:34:34]
[also partially
on 1W03
23:16:27-23:19:00]
(S) WWI: Aviation ?
[partially above
14:31:56-14:32:11]
[also partially
on 1W03
23:21:16-23:21:37&
23:17:07-23:17:27]
(S) Earhart, Amelia

1A21 -514:35:04 7) AERIAL bombing
-14:35:58

(S) WWI #117

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
14:36:03 8) German V2 - explosion and fire upon takeoff of rocket
-14:36:15

(S) Rockets: Failure
[also above
14:09:42-14:09:51]

14:36:19 9) German V-2 - failed take off with rocket exploding in air and
-14:36:34 crashing into forest

(S) Rockets: Failure

14:36:39 10) newspaper headline in New York American about Wright
-14:37:09 Brothers flight: “Wright Glides In Air As A Hawk; Flies 2.17
Miles In 106 Seconds” - people on hill watching man in glider
flying down into valley

(S) Aviation: Wright
Brothers

14:37:13 11) fireboat welcome - AERIALS of many ships, PAN from ship
-14:37:33 to other ships

(S) Lindbergh, Charles
-1-

14:37:41 12) dirigible flying over clouds, shadow of dirigible on clouds,
-14:39:00 crash and aftermath

(S) Aviation:
Dirigibles Hindenburg

14:39:04 13) CU man, inventors on ship waving to helicopters flying by,
-14:41:49 sign on one helicopter: “Welcome”, men stating helicopter,
taking off and landing <some rolling frame lines>

(N) Aviation:
Helicopter 1930s
[section]

14:41:53 14) society women having tea party in airplane - Richmond, Virginia
-14:42:37 [Kinograms]

(N) Gags: Aviation

14:42:42 15) “Bobby Trout Sets A New Endurance Record - Los Angeles (N) Aviation
-14:43:42 Intrepid Girl Aviator Stays Aloft For 17 Hours, 5 Minutes,
Personalities:
37 Seconds” - airplane in sky, AERIAL of Trout’s airplane
Women -1from biplane, “Down She Comes” - airplane landing, MCU Trout
[also on 1X50
out of cockpit, taking hat off, “Her Mother And The Planes Inventor
09:18:14-09:19:36]
Are The First To Greet Her” -Trout with people by airplane, mother
hugging and kissing her, “Champion Bobby” - CUs
(1928/29) [Kinograms] <some rolling frame lines>
14:43:47 16) Liverpool, England - woman pushing monoplane at airport,
-14:44:36 petting dog in cockpit, putting golf clubs and briefcase in airplane,
climbing into airplane, putting on makeup, taking off [Kinograms]

(N) Aviation

